Your All-In-One Compliant Solution for Data Protection

DEFENDER FULL SERVER
FAILOVER PRODUCT
Automated Failover Defender provides high-availability failover

HEROware’s goal is simple;
to offer one set of solutions, from one vendor, that

of servers to ensure users remain online in case of a failure. For
customer facing systems, it ensures that customer satisfaction
remains high and sales are not impacted.

provide you all the comprehensive enterprise grade

Failback/Restore Should a failure occur, HEROware manages the

data protection, Backup and Disaster Recovery you

Failback and Restore process for you. Please contact HEROware

need, at SMB prices. In doing so, we looked at

technical support to schedule your restoration process.

the most rigid of all industries to make sure our

One-Click Test Failover Defender lets you perform a test failover

products could withstand their compliancy rules

Failover” function pauses all replication, starts the replica virtual

and regulations. The Healthcare industries HIPAA/
HITECH compliancy set the bar high for HEROware.
We felt if we could become HIPAA/HITECH
compliant then any company in any industry would
feel good about using the HEROware Solution.

with one click. When selected from the monitor screen, the “Test
machine and begins the test failover process. After confirming
failover and checking that all files and folders are replicated, the
administrator can “failback” automatically by selecting “Undo
Failover”.

Key Features of the HEROware Product Suite

Using best of breed technologies and integrating
them into one single pane of glass administrative
tool, HERO-RMM.
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Many-to-One Failover Defender can be configured to protect

Below is a great diagram of how the data flows and what type

multiple production servers. Protection jobs of individual servers

of protection you receive for each device. With many layers of

are independent of each other, thus allowing the failover of one or

replication and redundancy, the HEROware solution allows for

many servers while others remain replicating.

no single point of failure with high availability and backup. With
Secure-Cloud you now have the “Utmost in Disaster Recovery”.

Virtualization Defender lets you protect any production physical
or virtual machine running a Microsoft Windows Server Operating

File/Directory Selection You can de-select directories or files for

System to a Defender running Microsoft Hyper-V. Data is replicated

replication, giving you greater flexibility to configure efficient use

directly into the Defender virtual machine’s virtual disk, which

of reproductions. The use of wildcards facilitate quick and simple

means that the Defender virtual machine can remain powered off

configuration.

until it is needed for a failover; allowing oversubscription of the
virtual environment at the recovery site and eliminating licensing

SNMP Counters and Traps Defender simplifies management by

fees for guest operating systems and applications.

integrating with any RMM software utility that supports SNMP and
will forward replication statistics and events via SNMP.

HERO-Monitoring for Remote Monitoring and Management
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1.

“Defender”, Real-Time MSFT Server Replication with Full Server
Failover in Minutes. (HEROware Exclusive for SMB market.)

2.

Secure-Suite backup software for file, folder level protection. Also
includes granular SQL & Exchange email protection/recovery.

3.

Secure-Cloud for offsite file, folder & server protection. Features 2 & 3
protect MS and Linux Servers, Desktops, Laptops and MACs for onsite
retrieval and offsite Disaster Recovery and Archiving.

4.

Unique HERO-RMM Portal for complete remote management
& operation accessible from anywhere via internet.Accessible &
Manageable via a mobile app. (under development)
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